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Proposed wording for both 2017 and 2020 editions: 
 
1.  Revise 6.13.4.2 to read as follows: 

6.13.4.2 This requirement shall be retroactive to all internal valves required by the code within 
3 years of adoption of this edition. 
 

 
Substantiation:  The requirements for locating the remote emergency shutdown station for 
internal valves changed from the 2014 edition to the 2017 edition.  The 2014 edition contained a 
retroactivity requirement that was cushioned by the long lead time from 2001 to 2011 for 
implementation of the requirements for internal valves.  The change in the 2017 edition had no 
cushioning time period and went into effect immediately on issuing the 2017 edition for those 
states that automatically adopt the latest edition.  It will similarly affect states that adopt it 
through their normal process.  Many remote stations were immediately in violation of the 
separation requirements. 
 
The proposal to change this text for the 2017 edition was submitted by the NPGA in PI-271 and 
became FR-62.  There were no further changes to these requirements submitted during the 
second revision period.  The change makes perfect sense and makes the code consistent with 
respect to how remote stations for ESVs and internal valves are to be placed.  However, the 
retroactivity statement in the next section was not considered. 
 
Our inspectors are writing notices of violation for many remote stations because they are too 
close to the internal valves they control, suddenly a violation of 6.13.4.1(2).  Thought seems to 
have been given to the distance requirements for separation from the liquid transfer point and the 
associated ESVs, but the separation from the tank internal valves was not considered while the 
rules through the 2014 edition were in effect.   
 
The requirement for separation from all the valves controlled by the remote station is reasonable.  
If there is a release of product at the liquid transfer point because of a hose problem or open 
ESVs or at the internal valves because of a valve or piping problem, it makes sense for the 
remote station to be separated from the hazard associated with each of these scenarios. 
 
This change is directed solely to the effect caused by the retroactivity statement to these new 
requirements. 
 
2017 Edition 
6.13.4.1 At least one remote shutdown station for internal valves in liquid service shall be 
installed in accordance with the following: 
(1) Not less than 25 ft (7.6 m) or more than 100 ft (30 m) from the liquid transfer point 
(2) Not less than 25 ft (7.6 m) from the internal valves that are being controlled 



(3) Along a path of egress from the liquid transfer point
6.13.4.2 This requirement shall be retroactive to all internal valves required by the code.

2014 Edition 
6.11.4.1 At least one remote shutdown station for internal valves in liquid service shall be 
installed not less than 25 ft (7.6 m) or more than 100 ft (30 m) from the liquid transfer point. 
6.11.4.2 This requirement shall be retroactive to all internal valves required by the code. 

Emergency Nature.  The standard contains an error or an omission that was overlooked during 
the regular revision process.  The proposed TIA intends to correct a circumstance in which the 
revised NFPA Standard has resulted in an adverse impact on a product or method that was 
inadvertently overlooked in the total revision process or was without adequate technical (safety) 
justification of the action.   

The immediate retroactivity of the changes made in the 2017 edition to add the requirements on 
6.13.4.1(2) and (3) was not considered in deliberations for this change.  Its immediate effect on 
many bulk and industrial plant locations, putting the remote emergency shutdown stations in 
violation of the separation requirements, was overlooked.   

There has been an adverse impact on the owners and operators of many bulk and industrial plants 
when inspectors recorded violations of the separation requirements of 6.13.4.1(2) and, to a lesser 
extent, 6.13.4.1(3).  Rather than having a realistic period to plan and relocate their remote 
shutdown stations, they are put into a time squeeze to quickly make corrections to avoid 
mounting violations and/or penalties. 

Anyone may submit a comment by the closing date indicated above.  Please identify the TIA number and 

forward to the Secretary, Standards Council.      SUBMIT A COMMENT
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